
 

 

ASCENDED MASTER HILARION 
 

 Chohan of the 5th Ray of Concrete Knowledge / Science, Vision  
& Prosperity   

 Holder of the Divine Flame of the Immaculate Concept 

 Founder of the Brotherhood of Truth in Atlantis & Delphi 
 Star-Master Healer & Eternal Empiricist who brings the Seeker to 

the Initiate Path 
 Father of Unconditional Love on the Inner Plane 

 Divine Compliment: AliceAnn Melchizedek 

Hilarion as Chohan (Master) of the fifth Ray of Concrete Knowledge & Truth, leads this ray which 
falls within the guidance of the Mahachohan and of Serapis Bey of the 3rd ray. Beloved Hilarion’s 
activity is inspired through the emerald green sacred fire of truth, science, vision and prosperity. 
Hilarion works with souls to help them gain mastery in the third-eye chakra and green-ray 
qualities, including healing and the science of holding the immaculate concept; he also helps 
prepare souls to receive the Holy Spirit’s gift of healing. He sponsors teachers of truth as well as 
those practicing the healing arts, scientists and engineers in all fields, musicians, and those 
specializing in computer and space technology. He is concerned with helping atheists, agnostics, 
sceptics and others who, often through no fault of their own, have become disillusioned with life 
and religion and have no outer knowledge of the path of individual Christhood. He asks that you 
recommend to the Temple of Truth in your calls and contemplations all the individuals serving in 
the many professions that they may be blessed, encouraged, illumined and prospered in their 
endeavors to help mankind.  
Past incarnations have included lifetimes in Atlantis, where he was at one time an Atlantean priest 
who established the Flame of Truth in the Temple of Truth. As the Atlantean Master Healer, he 
taught many disciples the art of revitalization of souls and the healing of extremes. Before the Fall 
of Atlantis, he took the flame of Truth to Greece, where he installed it and then guided the 
establishment of the Oracle of Delphi (whose original purpose was to give guidance and answers 
to questions as messengers of Truth) under the direction of Pallas Athena. The apostle Paul was 
another one of Hilarion's incarnations. By stages Paul put on the mantle of his Lord and 
accomplished many works as his instrument in healings, miracles, prophecies and fiery 
conversions; this was the true path Jesus the Christ meant his apostles to walk, however his path 
became one of a zealot. In the 4th Century AD he lived for many years as a hermit in the desert, 
where he acquired many students and disciples and attracted devotees by his well-known powers 
for healing, and was acknowledged as the founder of Christian monasticism; he took his 
ascension in 371 AD, and on Earth was granted Sainthood by the Church. His etheric retreat is 
called the Temple of Truth and is located over the island of Crete in Greece.  
Healing, to Hilarion, is all-encompassing and includes the healing of the physical body, as well as 
the healing of emotions, the mind and our Spirits. Master Hilarion is also known as the eternal 
empiricist who brings the seeker to the initiatic path spoken of by the apostle Paul: "And ye shall 
know the Truth, and the Truth shall make you free!" For those who know, his Divine Compliment is 
AliceAnn Melchizedek, who is currently on Earth, serving as channel and High Priestess. You can 
call to Hilarion for Healing and the ‘Gift of Truth’, and you can ask to receive healing in his 
Aetheric Ashram in the Garden of Tranquility. 


